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"WARNING - This book contains police and court transcripts of audio and descriptions of extremely

graphic sexual violence contained in videotapes made by the perpetrators." Paul Bernardo and

Karla Homolka were so perfectly iconic as a newlywed couple that they were dubbed "Ken and

Barbie". But their marriage had a dark side involving sex, death, and videotape. The 'perfect couple'

first raped and murdered Karla's little sister and then kidnapped teenage schoolgirls whom they

enslaved, raped, tortured and killed while gleefully recording themselves on video doing it. Vronsky

will take you on the journey from the Scarborough Rapist (Bernardo) to Bordelais (Homolka's

current last name) and her return to Canada in October, 2014 from the island of Gaudeloupe where

she lived for several years with her husband and three children.Â WITH (21) PHOTOSThis is the

third book inÂ Crimes Canada : True Crimes That Shocked The Nation collection. Â 

-------------------------- Peter VronskyÂ is a University Professor and Canadian author of one of the

most sold serial killer books worldwide; "Serial Killers: The Method and Madness of

Monsters"Â Â Â RJ ParkerÂ is also a Canadian author/publisher and has written 18 true crime

books including bestsellers; "Serial Killers: An Encyclopedia of 100 Serial Killers", and "Parents Who

Killed Their Children: Filicide".------Enjoy these top rated true crime eBooks from VP Publications

FREE as part of your Kindle Unlimited subscription. You can read it on your Kindle Fire, on a

computer via Kindle Cloud Reader or on any smartphone with the free Kindle reading app.
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Blown away and extremely impressed with this account of the case that is no doubt one of the most

notorious crimes in Canada. It instantly comes to everyone's mind when asked what the most

infamous crime in our country was. I've read a lot about this case over the years, however, what I

read before was nothing like this. Well written and expertly conveyed, this book is simply

remarkable. As a fan of true crime, you will not be disappointed. Vronsky is a master of his craft and

a first rate author.The transcribed videos of these two together was truly the stuff of nightmares. I

did in fact have a fitful nights sleep after reading it. The extent of Paul Bernardo's depravity

completely blew me away. I mean we all have a general idea of how sexually deviant a rapist is by

the nature of their crime, however the insight we get from the details on these videos shows a level

of degeneracy that shocked me to the core.And Homolka? well I'm still a bit torn of what to make of

her. Ruthless? Undoubtedly. Cold-blooded? You bet. However was she as bad as Bernardo? I may

not be too popular saying this but I don't think she's quite as sick as he is. Feel free to disagree with

me but I don't think she would have done those things on her own. With what I've read so far about

this case, she was led by him and his deviant sexual needs, and agreed to them because of her

ruthless nature to do whatever it took to get what she wanted. And she wanted a picture-perfect life

that she thought Paul could give her. But who know really.Highly recommend this one to all my

fellow fans of True Crime.

One of the best reads ever on true crime. It is so good it makes you mad at the same time...

Sometimes justice fails, but eventually Karma doesnt.. Graphic content made it even better.... Five

starsss and up.... Peter did an amazing research....

Very well written book on this case. A must read for all true crime readers. Peter Vronsky did a great

job telling the story of Paul Bernardo and Karla Homolka (the Ken and Barbie Killers). Explicit

language and graphic details but that is the only way to truly tell the story of these two monsters.

Hard to put down once you start reading this. Very horrific crimes by 2 people that seem like they

could have had a good life but instead chose to terrorize, torture and kill young women and



videotape their cruel crimes against this innocent young women including her own sister.This is the

third book in the Series Crimes Canada. 1 book released every month in this 24 book series. Great

reads and horrific crimes can't wait to read them all.

This is a fascinating book.those are two sick and very twisted human beings.very well written.lots of

research and time was put into this book.the details are very gruesome.she played along and killed

her sister just to please her lover.very sad and twisted.i think she is/was worse than him.she is free

today.married with kids.that should be a crime.all true crime fans must read this book.by far one of

the best reads in this series.

This is the third book in the series Crimes Canada. This time the author is Peter Vronsky. It is a very

intense book and I read it straight through. It is about Paul Bernardo and Karla Homolka aka "Ken

and Barbie" Peter takes you on a dark side of rape,torture and all of it caught on videotape. The

sister part got me and you will see what I'm talking about when you read it because I don't want to

give anything away.Trust me this is worth reading. I can't wait till next month when volume four

comes out

Absolutely blown away with this book. I had heard of this case, yet the horrible acts these savages

commit, are beyond comprehension. How can a sister permit, participate and have no remorse? An

excellent book, has its strong language but that makes the book so real.A must read.

Sometimes when two people meet, disaster lies ahead. This happened with Paul Bernardo and

Karla Homolka. This attractive couple, tagged as Ken and Barbie, seemed to have it all. But it

wasn't enough for their twisted, perverted personalities. Sex wasn't enough, they must videotape it.

Then that wasn't enough, they must kidnap "sex slaves" and videotape the torture and sex before

they killed them.When stories like this hit the mainstream media, ordinary people are shocked

beyond belief. These killers become monsters that are past our understanding. That's why we need

the kind of author who can analyze and unravel these sick minds and help us understand that these

are not truly monsters, just people like us who have gone horribly wrong.This book takes us through

the trial and sentencing, and you can decide whether justice was served. It's not a long, drawn-out

account, but you won't miss the "filler" that's omitted. It's a book written for true crime fans who want

the story without the window-dressing. Includes photos.



I finished this book in a few hours and I just could not put my kindle down at all. This case is one

that will stick with me for a long time. The details are great the explanations of everything are on

point. You really did your homework and detective work on this book.ðŸ˜‰very well written and you

capture the attention of your audience very well. I don't believe Karla got what she deserved but hey

it's justice and hopefully the families of the other two victims can have a little peace of mind. Paul

got exactly what was coming to him and I'm glad. Great book and everyone should read this.
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